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Vetonit PSB
Saveto plaster accessories - plaster
stop beads
Uses
uu Stop Beads is an all-purpose square nose
plaster stop (casing bead).
uu As a plaster stop for finishes and reinforces
plaster edges, screed ground.
uu As exposed trim around doors and windows, as
well a base screed.

Product Description
Vetonit PSB is a pre-galvanized protector steel stop beads profile that provides the ideal answer to finishing the edge
of plaster /render work. The straight edge of the profile ensures an accurate finish line whilst protecting the plaster
where is most vulnerable.

uu Easy to apply.
uu High impact resistance.
uu Reduces the time taken in finishing plastering
process

Standards Compliance
hh ACI: 524R-08 (Building Code Requirements for
Masonry Structures).

Usage Instructions
Application
Fix Vetonit PSB by using Premix Plaster S, Vetonit Render,
or any suitable mechanical fixing at a maximum center
spaces of 600mm.
Vetonit PSB may be wire tied to the face of metal lathing
backgrounds. Use tinsnips or shears to cut angle beads
to the desired size.
When jointing stop beads use a dowel inserted in the
nose to ensure continuity and alignment.
To get a sharp neat corner finish, avoid damaging the
beads when troweling plaster or render.

Packaging
Vetonit PSB
Vetonit PSB103
Vetonit PSB133
Vetonit PSB163
Vetonit PSB193

Wing
(mm)
10
13
16
19

Length
(m)
3
3
3
3

QTY/Box
50
50
50
50
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Additional Information
Saveto manufactures a wide range of construction
chemicals and specialty products for various
applications divided into the following product groups:
uu Concrete Repair, Grouts and Enhancement.
uu Wall & Facade Systems.
uu Flooring and Coating Systems.
uu Sealants and Joints.
uu Plasters & Renders.
uu Putties & Finishes
uu Tiling Systems
uu Waterproofing.
uu Primers & Ancillary Products.
uu Specialty Products.
Saveto also provides various technical information
such as CAD details, detailed method statements,
specification clauses, application manuals, product
selectors and technical support both in contractors
and consultants offices as well as construction sites.
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For further information on these products and systems
kindly check our website or contact your local Saveto
representative.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Saveto endeavors to ensure that any advice, recommendations, information it may give, is accurate and correct. It cannot accept any
liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use of its products, because it has no direct or continuous control over where or how
its products are applied, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification, recommendation or information given by us.
Saveto has the right to change any of the specifications mentioned in the Technical data sheets upon its discretion without prior
notification. Hard copies of TDSs are printed once or twice a year, while our technical data sheets are continuously being updated as per
R&D improvements and new 3rd party testing; kindly refer to our website for the latest updated TDSs.
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